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ABSTRACT. Truck haul costs, as one of the predominant operational costs for mining and quarrying operations, are known to be heavily dependent on the design 
parameters of haul roads. Furthermore, in-pit haul road design parameters determine the pit limits and therefore, the potential feasibility of the mining operation. Thus, 
when in search of an optimal solution in terms of in-pit haul roads, one should primarily consider the location of the in-pit haul road, its design features and the 
deriving operational costs regarding extraction and haul costs. A suitable objective function in this case may be the undiscounted profit for the ultimate pit design. 
However, for each considered scenario, truck and excavator operational costs can be calculated using simulation techniques for better accuracy. Furthermore, finding 
an optimal solution requires the execution of a reliable and efficient algorithm, depending on the shape of the objective function. Hence, a non-linear optimisation 
approach was proposed in this paper for solving the in-pit haul road optimisation problem, based on a simulation of the materials allocation, which was used for 
calculating the objective function. Design parameters were assumed to be predetermined, while the only variable used for finding an optimal solution was the location 
of the in-pit haul road inside the pit contour. In addition, two 1-D algorithms were compared for finding the optimal solution (Search with accelerated step size and 1-D 
Simplex method). Furthermore, two regression models are proposed (Multiple Linear Regression – MLR and Non-Linear Regression - NLR), which could identify the 
more feasible region for the in-pit haul road location and reduce the number of iterations required for convergence. 
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Introduction  
 

Creating an efficient haul road is one of the most important 
aspects of open-pit mine design. According to different 
sources, haul costs can comprise a significant portion of the 
total operational costs, ranging from 49% to 70% (Mohutsiwa 
and Musingwini, 2015; Nancel-Penard et al., 2019). The design 
of the haul road can also impact the pit’s shape, potentially 
leading to the excavation of more material or limiting access to 
certain volumes. Various optimisation techniques have been 
previously used in pit design problems that aim to maximise 
discounted or undiscounted revenue for the ultimate pit 
contour. However, some parameters are not always accounted 
for in these solutions, which would lead to certain assumptions 
that simplify the actual problem. Hence, one should treat such 
methods as guidelines rather than robust techniques. 

The haul road design problem in the field of open-pit 
mining can be divided into three separate subproblems: 1) 
optimising ex-pit haul road location and design features 
simultaneously with the earth allocation problem, 2) optimising 
in-pit haul roads (ramps) location and design features in 
addition to the ultimate pit design optimisation problem, and 3) 
optimising haul road construction methods and maintenance 
practices. Regarding overall costs, ramp construction costs are 
significantly less compared to haul costs. Therefore, ex-pit and 
in-pit haul roads location and design tend to be more 
significant for the project’s evaluation and hence, they tend to 
be the focus of many researchers and optimisation problems.  

The full extent of the ex-pit haul road optimisation problem 
deals with the required investment costs for road construction 
and the expected operational and maintenance costs (Akay et 
al., 2013). This problem can provide solutions that estimate the 
full amount of costs for the earthwork allocation problem 
depending on the provided iteration in terms of the haul road 
location and design. Usually, these problems are solved 

separately as part of a larger problem so that computations 
can be performed more efficiently. 

By comparison, the in-pit haul road optimisation problem 
deals not only with investment, operational and maintenance 
costs, but also with the revenue of the pit design. The in-pit 
haul road location is responsible for changes in the pit limits, 
which leads to the additional extraction (or potential losses) of 
certain amounts of ore and waste volumes. Therefore, the in-
pit haul road optimisation problem is regarded by a growing 
number of authors as part of the pit optimisation problem 
(Morales - Varela, et al., 2017; Nancel - Pernard et al., 2019; 
Yarmuch et al., 2020).  

However, the established paradigm in pit design 
optimisation does not fully recognise this approach yet. To 
some extent, actual pit designs rely primarily on subjective 
decisions as they do not consider the full spectrum of design 
features or criteria, on which the ultimate design is based. This 
can be attributed to two major reasons – 1) actual pit design 
can be a time-consuming task and 2) there are a lot of design 
features that require to be structured in a uniform feature 
space. Nowadays, automated pit design functions in pit design 
software make one’s job easier in terms of designing an open-
pit scenario.  

However, this still requires a certain amount of manual 
work. In addition, manual design may lead to improved pit 
design and ore extraction, compared to simple contours offset 
automation. Nonetheless, automated pit design has provided a 
way to increase the development speed of pit design projects 
and the consideration of additional scenarios. Furthermore, it 
can be utilised as a tool for a preliminary exploration of the 
design parameters feature space to obtain a rational design 
solution. This is the main motivation why this paper focuses 
primarily on the in-pit haul road optimisation subproblem, 
based on automated design tools.  
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In-pit haul road optimisation problem 
 

Optimisation criteria 

Several critical factors must be taken into consideration 
during the design phase of an in-pit haul road regardless of its 
lifespan – low amount of ore losses, maximum economic 
value, low amount of environmental impact, etc. All of these 
factors are related and must be considered as a whole in the 
design of haul roads for both in-pit and ex-pit conditions.  

 

Maximum economic value criteria 

The first criterion is related to maximum economic value for 
the ultimate pit design, which requires careful consideration of 
access to valuable sections of the ore deposit while minimising 
waste volumes to reduce unnecessary mining costs. Secondly, 
it is essential to minimise haul costs throughout the life of mine 
which requires minimal overall haul distances. Furthermore, 
this also leads to the minimisation of maintenance costs. It is 
generally established that longer-life haul roads are preferred 
over shorter ones as they reduce overall road construction and 
operating costs (Attkinson, 1992). Moreover, the number of 
access points to the pit also affects haul costs. This could lead 
to better flexibility and less waiting times for trucks, although in 
some cases, more access points may not always be cost-
effective (Hustrulid et al., 2013). In addition, crusher and waste 
dump locations can affect the feasibility of the operation 
(Hustrulid et al., 2013; Paricheh and Osanloo, 2016; Liu and 
Pourrahimian, 2020). However, such a complex optimisation 
problem that simultaneously optimises in-pit haul road location 
and design parameters, in addition to determining optimal 
waste dump locations and crusher locations are rarely 
considered to the full extent. The most common iteration of this 
problem is solved by treating waste dump and crusher 
locations as predefined, which puts the main focus on haul 
road design. The alternative approach is also valid – assuming 
a fixed in-pit haul road location and searching for an optimal 
location for crushers and waste dumps. It is crucial that the 
overall haul distance should be minimised, so that the 
operational costs during the life of the mine can also be 
minimal.  

Nonetheless, in-pit haul road design may lead to 
unfavourable results in terms of increased operational or 
maintenance costs, but they may be redeemed by the 
incremental revenue from the additional extracted ore volumes 
due to changes in the pit design. Additionally, overall costs can 
also be reduced when the amount of waste required to be 
mined is decreased due to pit design changes. This is a good 
argument why in-pit haul road design and pit design 
optimisation problems must be considered simultaneously. 
Therefore, the criterion which considers this trade-off should be 
the profit obtained from the mining operation. However, as 
better suited it may be, the question remains whether this profit 
should be considered as a discounted or an undiscounted 
value. Hence, the problem can be solved in a different context, 
depending on whether pushback sequencing or annual 
scheduling is involved. Indeed, block extraction sequence is а 
crucial factor, especially when commodity prices fluctuate in an 
unpredictable manner. The use of discounted cash flows is 
known to lead to different outcomes compared to using 
undiscounted cash flows, based on the Caccetta-Hill theorem 
(Saleki et al., 2019). However, applying the discounted 
cashflow approach would require a detailed mine schedule and 
therefore, this would increase the complexity of the in-pit haul 

road design problem, which could be unfavourable for bigger 
deposits. Thus, such complexity is usually reduced because of 
these reasons and different aspects of the overall problem are 
solved separately. Nonetheless, advances in mining software 
and open-pit optimisation problems (ultimate pit optimisation, 
scheduling problems, etc.) may soon provide integrated 
solutions. 

 
Environmental criteria 

The environmental impact of the haul road design is also 
recognised as a valid optimisation criterion, as this is crucial for 
the public reputation of mining operations. This involves 
reducing noise levels, dust generation, and CO2 emissions, as 
well as exploring ways to utilise waste rock materials 
(Kecojevic and Komljenovic, 2010; Terziyski and Kaykov, 
2022). However, in many cases, these criteria are rarely used 
as primary ones and alternatively, they are used as constraints 
for all considered solutions. One reason is that they can 
correlate with operational costs (e.g., CO2 emissions). 
Nonetheless, they can also be used in multi-criteria 
optimisation problems to provide a better insight into the 
reduced environmental impact of the mining operation. 

 
Constraints 

Each solution belonging to the set of all considered 
solutions must meet legal, environmental, social and 
technological constraints, as well as safety limitations in terms 
of equipment exploitation, pit design parameters and haul road 
design parameters.  

 
Operational safety constraints 

Operational safety is one of the most important aspects of 
in-pit haul road design. Haul road width and road basis should 
be considered regarding safe passage for mining equipment. 
Additionally, it is crucial to ensure that sight distance is 
significantly higher than truck stopping distances. Thompson et 
al. (2019) have developed an interactive approach to haul road 
design that considers both the design and operational phases 
of the mine. The authors have established that the use of more 
formal design methods can significantly reduce the risk of 
accidents.  
 
Slope stability constraints 

Slope stability is also a crucial factor in terms of in-pit haul 
road design and ultimate pit design. It is essential to avoid 
design parameters that could compromise slope stability. 
Smaller slope angle values, wider bench widths and smaller 
bench heights are all valid ways of ensuring slope safety 
(Aleksandrova, 2008; Aleksandrova and Trifonova, 2012). 
However, it is established that this leads to decreased cash 
flows. It is known that a small decrease in the overall pit slope 
angle may lead to a substantial amount of waste extraction 
costs, which may not always be feasible (Koprev and 
Aleksandrova, 2022). Additional switchbacks may be a solution 
for slightly improved slope stability, while at the same time, 
they may also decrease haul road length. However, it should 
be noted that they tend to slow traffic and cause greater tire 
wear and maintenance costs (Hustrulid et al., 2013). 
Regardless, each considered solution should be accepted, 
only if the lowest pit slope factor of safety is above a desired 
(or required) threshold value. 
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Material output constraints 

Material output is another key consideration in terms of 
haul road design, and the road width should be designed to 
minimise traffic congestion and reduce the overall waiting time 
for mining equipment (Koprev, 2015). However, excess road 
width also leads to a decrease in the overall pit slope angle, 
which impacts the undiscounted profit of the mine. The intuition 
behind these relations is that it is necessary to strike a balance 
between productivity, profitability and safety. 
 
Environmental constraints 

In most cases, complex environmental aspects are used as 
constraints for the optimisation problem when certain 
thresholds are established for each environmental aspect, 
which leads to accepting or neglecting a design alternative. 
This is especially related to waste dumping problems regarding 
foundation, area requirements, etc. (Pavlov et al., 2015; 
Ivanova et al., 2016). Additionally, waste volumes constraints 
could also be imposed on the design solution, where a certain 
amount of waste type should not exceed a certain threshold 
(Panayotova et al., 2013). 
 
Ore blending constraints 

Additional constraints to the optimisation problem may also 
consider ore blending targets in terms of metal contents or 
deleterious elements. Depending on the extracted ore and the 
established target value of metal content, such constraints 
could be used as a way of extending this optimisation problem 
to the scheduling aspect of the mining operation. However, for 
this case study, this is not considered, but it is a valid way of 
bringing the problem into a more generalised form. 
 
Pre-established optimisation techniques 

In general, designing an efficient haul road involves 
selecting reliable optimisation criteria, as well as a reliable and 
efficient optimisation algorithm so that the solutions converge 
to a global optimum with respect to all constraints. In many 
cases reaching a global optimum may not always be feasible in 
terms of computational and manual work time, due to the vast 
number of alternative design scenarios. This leads to the 
adoption of certain assumptions, certain stopping criteria, 
decision variable precision or a combination of these 
assumptions. Moreover, depending on the type of deposit, as 
well as the stage of the life of mine planning, the optimisation 
problem can be defined in numerous ways, which furthermore 
can be additionally adjusted to the uniqueness of the mining 
operation itself. This can be a positive aspect, as it can lead to 
valid assumptions which reduce the number of design features 
used for branching different design scenarios. So far, there is 
no generalised solution to the in-pit haul road optimisation 
problem. However, certain prominent methods have been 
established for different pre-defined conditions. Two of the 
most prominent optimisation problems follow a discrete 
optimisation approach for determining the location of the in-pit 
haul road. 
 
Pit contour adjustments based on the economic block 
model  

The block modelling approach is one of the most powerful 
and successfully implemented methods for solving mining 
problems, regarding the optimisation of the pit contour, 

establishing pushbacks and scheduling mining operations, 
when a vast set of technologically feasible solutions exist. 
Each solution provided by solving the ultimate pit optimisation 
problem is initially in the discrete space of the block model. 
Hence, Morales-Varela and co-authors (2017) proposed that 
adjustments to the ultimate pit solution should be made, taking 
into account the location where the in-pit haul road is located 
(Figure 1).  
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Ramp set, blocks b and b’ selected as accesses: green 
blocks are in the path, yellow blocks have to be removed due to 

precedence constraints; (left) Resulting profile after ramp 
construction (right) (Nancel-Penard et al., 2019) 

 
The objective function of this algorithm is to maximise the 

economic value of all extracted blocks from the block model 
(including the blocks representing the pit ramps). The 
optimisation technique was applied for multiple scenarios for 
different starting point locations, as well as clockwise and 
counter-clockwise directions of the ramp. 
 
Ramp design based on shortest path optimisation  

The shortest path optimisation problem is one of the most 
well-known optimisation problem classes in the field of 
Operations Research. Indeed, it is related to a wide range of 
practical problems, including optimising haul road design and 
pit ramps locations in open-pit mining. Yarmuch et al. (2020) 
have proposed a new approach to solve the in-pit haul road 
optimisation problem by treating different road segments as 
part of a graph. This method is based on minimising the sum of 
extraction costs, haul costs, as well as costs, accounting for 
changes in road direction. The authors have classified the 
problem as a binary linear programming one (BLP). For solving 
the problem, the authors have applied an adaptation of the 
Depth-first search algorithm – the Mutually exclusive greedy 
adaptive path (MEGAP) algorithm, which reportedly yields 
better results than conventional commercial Mixed-Integer 
Programming solvers (Yarmuch et al., 2020). An example of 
the solution, of the problem is shown in Figure 2. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Illustration of in-pit ramps from solving BLP method 
(Yarmuch et al., 2020) 

 
The authors have also included a local search method for a 

partial exploration of all possible paths in the constructed 
graph, which aims to improve the solution by pruning paths 
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consisting of poor values. In addition, the time complexity of 
the proposed method for finding a design solution is linear. 
 
Discussion of possible optimisation methods, 
assumptions and limitations 

Both approaches are based on discrete optimisation 
techniques, which are very powerful methods for automating 
calculations and the evaluation of each solution candidate. 
Furthermore, the iterative approach based on investigating 
different in-pit haul road location candidates is crucial for 
solving the generalised in-pit haul road problem.  

However, a limitation of both approaches is that the in-pit 
haul road width is limited to block size. This may not always be 
the case for actual ramps design and further subdivision of 
different blocks may lead to skewing ore grades for the 
subdivided blocks. Nonetheless, the position of the set of 
blocks along the pit contour can adjust the haul road slope 
grade and width of the ramp stepwise, which could serve as a 
guideline for pit design at a final stage. Furthermore, in terms 
of both described approaches, they both deal only with a single 
pit contour, rather than a set of pushbacks. The multi-stage 
pushback approach is indeed a crucial part of the problem as it 
could provide a better insight into the evolving stages of the in-
pit haul road locations and design. However, advances in this 
field of the problem are yet to be seen. 

Based on this short review, it can be pointed out that the 
generalised form of the in-pit haul road optimisation problem 
should take into account the following key aspects: 
- Actual pit design features; 
- Actual road design features; 
- Deposit block model; 
- Robust cost model; 
- Pushbacks sequencing; 
- Materials flow scheduling; 
- Occupational safety and traffic rules for mining equipment; 
- Overall slope safety constraints; 
- Environmental constraints and/or criteria; 
- Site-specific constraints; 
- Potential stochastic implementation of one or more of the 
above aspects. 

Indeed, all these parameters are related to the overall 
problem of pit design optimisation. Therefore, the haul road 
optimisation problem should be regarded as a part of pit design 
optimisation, considering latest advances in computational 
power and newly developed algorithms.  
 

A non-linear approach to the in-pit haul road 
optimisation problem 
 

Most currently developed algorithms used for ultimate pit 
design optimisation are primarily based on solving actual 
design problems in a discrete space. It is known that this 
assumption yields an error of about 5% in terms of tonnage 
calculations, which can be considered negligible (Poniewierski, 
2017). However, actual design features are continuous, which 
would mean that most optimisation solutions provide only a 
guideline for actual design. Yet, the problem for optimising the 
final actual design remains open. Therefore, to “close the gap” 
between discrete optimisation solutions and the continuous 
nature of actual design features, a different class of 
optimisation methods should also be investigated. A linear 
optimisation approach is utilised for determining an optimal 
underground shaft location (Stoyanchev, 2014). However, the 

assumption made for this problem is that the terrain surface is 
approximated by a best-fit plane, using the Ordinal least 
squares method. Linearisation is a good option for cases when 
the terrain surface is relatively simple. However, for complex 
terrain and deposit morphology a different approach is 
required. A good starting point would be the use of non-linear 
optimisation methods. So far, no prior studies have been 
found, which treat the in-pit haul road problem as a non-linear 
one. Hence, this study aims to introduce this perspective to the 
pool of possible solutions for the in-pit haul road problem, as 
well as to illustrate some key aspects of the implementation of 
this approach, which would be useful for future interpretation 
and generalisation of the problem. 

 
Utilised methodology and assumptions 

For this case study, a quarry dealing with basalt extraction 
of approximately 100000 m³/a is taken as an example. The 
main assumption for this iteration of the in-pit haul road design 
problem is that the haul road follows a spiral along the pit shell. 
Therefore, no potential switchbacks were considered for this 
analysis. Furthermore, the assumed design features for this 
case study include: 

- In-pit haul road slope grade: 10%; 

- In-pit haul road width: 10 m; 

- Flat road distance between road segments: 20 m. 
The desired Factor of Safety (1.6) was achieved for the 

overall pit slope with a maximum bench height of 15 m, a slope 
angle of 60° and a berm width of 10 m. The remaining ore 
volume for the deposit is estimated to be extracted with 3 more 
benches. 

The ex-pit haul road was predefined as it led from the pit’s 
exit to the stockpile. In order to take into consideration how 
haul road design affects operational costs, RPM Global’s 
software HAULSIM was utilised for all performed simulations 
(https://rpmglobal.com/product/haulsim/). 

Haul road design can affect operational costs in two major 
ways: 1) haul distance affects travel time and fuel 
consumption; 2) travel time affects the proportionality of truck 
cycle times in terms of their productive work state. In addition 
to travel time, certain traffic rules along the designed haul road 
may also lead to varying time utilisation, e. g. time of truck 
queues at the loading point, or wait times at “bottleneck” road 
sectors. Therefore, to obtain a more robust estimate of 
operational costs the simulation was utilised. One should take 
note that HAULSIM’s best field of application is for short-term 
planning. However, as scheduling was not considered for this 
particular case study, haul distances were assumed to reach 
the centroid for each bench’s toe polygon. For this particular 
quarry, the final pushback is mined bench-by-bench. 
Therefore, these assumptions, as basic as they may be, 
coincide with the vertical advance of mining for the remaining 
life of mine for the considered quarry. Therefore, the objective 
function can be formulated as: 
 

 

n

i i i

i

Q R EC HC const                                  (1) 

 

where Q is the objective function, representing the total mining 

costs, EUR; Ri – revenue of the extracted commodity for bench 

i, EUR, ECi – excavation costs for bench i, EUR; HCi – hauling 

costs for bench i, EUR; i – index number of the extracted 

bench; n – total number of extracted benches. 

https://rpmglobal.com/product/haulsim/
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For this particular objective function, the sum of drilling, 

blasting, crushing, sieving costs, as well as general costs are 
regarded as constant, regardless of the in-pit haul road 
location and design features. Indeed, drilling and blasting costs 
and their resulting rock fragments distribution influence 
excavation and hauling costs. However, for this case study 
blasting efficiency is regarded as constant for all haul road 
design scenarios, so that the effect of haul road location is 
investigated independently. 

The assumed parameters regarding the mining equipment 
include: 

- Type of excavator: Backhoe excavator; 

- Bucket size: 2 m³; 

- Number of excavators: 1; 

- Haul truck type: dumper truck; 

- Haul truck payload: 22.68 t; 

- Number of haul trucks: 2. 
The assumed working conditions are relatively basic, but 

they provide an easy way to validate the optimisation result 
against practical expertise. Furthermore, this initial iteration of 
the problem can provide key insights into certain 
dependencies, which cannot be established only by practical 
experience. Hence, this example aims to evaluate how the 
non-linear approach could provide guidance for a basic 
example and determine its feasibility for more complex 
applications. 

 

Established 1-D optimisation methods 

Initially, the most prominent 1-D optimisation methods were 
reviewed and evaluated in terms of their applicability for the 
current optimisation problem. Results from a similar previous 
case study indicate that the initial assumption for the objective 
function could be unimodal and exhibit a behaviour that can be 
approximated by a polynomial or a spline (Terziyski and 
Kaykov, 2022). However, this was not the case, which led to 
the review of different non-linear optimisation methods.  

In general, 1-D optimisation methods can be divided into 
three main classes - Elimination methods, Interpolation 
methods and Direct root finding methods (Rao, 2009). Indeed, 
each category has a great number of optimisation techniques. 
As requirements for the ones considered, it was initially 
assumed that methods which are thought to be robust and 
have a fast convergence rate would be examined for this case 
study. Hence, a short description of the initially considered 
methods is provided in this paper. 

 

Elimination methods 

The most used 1-D optimisation methods, which were 
initially considered for this case study include Exhaustive 
search, Search with accelerated step size, Dichotomous 
search, Fibonacci search, Golden section search (Stoyanov, 
1993; Rao, 2009). 

The Exhaustive Search approach is relatively simple and 
involves calculating the objective function at predetermined 
regular intervals for the decision variable. This technique is 
suitable when the interval for the objective function is finite, 
which was exactly the case for this problem. This approach 
may require a large amount of computational work and in many 
cases is not preferred. However, as a simultaneous search 
method, each calculation does not require prior knowledge on 

where the most feasible region for the optimum value lies 
(Stoyanov, 1993; Rao, 2009). 

The Search with an accelerated step size follows a 
similar approach, however, the step size is reduced after 
bracketing the most feasible region from the objective function. 
This process can be repeated until the desired precision for the 
decision variables is reached. As an Unrestricted search 
method, the Search with an accelerated step size is primarily 
applicable in cases when the range of the decision variable, 
where the optimum solution lies, is not necessarily known 
(Stoyanov, 1993; Rao, 2009). 

The Fibonacci method is a heuristic optimisation 
technique that uses the Fibonacci sequence to find the 
optimum value of a function, even if the function is not 
continuous. In the Fibonacci method, the optimisation problem 
is reduced to a sequence of one-dimensional problems. It 
should be pointed out that the most important limitation of the 
method include that the objective function should be unimodal 
for the interval of uncertainty (Stoyanov, 1993; Rao, 2009).  

The Golden-section search method is also based on the 
Golden ratio, a mathematical constant that has been used in 
art, architecture, and mathematics for centuries. The Golden 
section method is similar to the Fibonacci method, except that 
in the Fibonacci method the total number of experiments to be 
conducted has to be specified before beginning the calculation, 
whereas this is not required in the Golden section method. For 
this method one starts with the assumption that a large number 
of experiments would be conducted. However, the total 
number of experiments can be decided during the 
computation. One of the main advantages of this method is 
that it always retains the golden ratio between the segments of 
the decision variable, which ensures a fast convergence rate. 
Furthermore, it is robust and easy to implement, making it a 
popular choice for optimisation problems where the function is 
smooth and unimodal (Stoyanov, 1993; Rao, 2009).  

 

Interpolation methods 

Interpolation methods were originally developed as 1-D 
search methods within multivariable optimisation techniques. 
They are considered to be generally more efficient than 
Fibonacci-type approaches (Stoyanov, 1993; Rao, 2009). The 
most prominent Interpolation methods include Quadratic 
interpolation and Cubic Interpolation. 

Quadratic interpolation is a numerical optimisation 
method used to find the minimum or maximum of a unimodal 
function, which is a function that has a single local minimum or 
maximum. The method approximates the function using a 
quadratic polynomial and then finds the minimum or maximum 
of the quadratic polynomial. Quadratic interpolation is a 
relatively efficient optimisation method that can converge to the 
minimum or maximum of the function in just a few iterations. 
However, it can be sensitive to the choice of the three interior 
points and may not converge if the function is not smooth or if 
it has multiple local minima or maxima (Stoyanov, 1993; Rao, 
2009).  

Cubic interpolation is another numerical optimisation 
method for unimodal functions. The method approximates the 
function using a cubic polynomial and then finds the minimum 
or maximum of the cubic polynomial. Cubic interpolation is a 
relatively efficient optimisation method that can converge to the 
minimum or maximum of the function in just a few iterations. It 
requires the evaluation of the function at four interior points. In 
general, it is considered to be more robust and accurate than 
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quadratic interpolation, especially for functions that are not 
smooth or have multiple local minima or maxima (Stoyanov, 
1993; Rao, 2009).  

 

Direct root methods 

Newton's optimisation method, also known as the 
Newton-Raphson method, is used to find the optimum of a 
function by iteratively improving an initial estimate. It uses the 
second derivative of the function to compute a quadratic 
approximation of the function and then finds the minimum or 
maximum of the quadratic approximation. Newton's 
optimisation method is relatively efficient and can converge to 
the minimum or maximum of the function in just a few 
iterations, especially for functions that are smooth and well-
behaved. However, the solution may not converge, if the initial 
estimate is not close enough to the minimum or maximum of 
the function or if the objective function is not well-behaved, 
such as having a flat or steep section or having multiple local 
minima and maxima (Stoyanov, 1993; Rao, 2009).  

The Secant optimisation method is a numerical 
optimisation method which also relies on iteratively improving 
an initial estimate of the optimum. Unlike Newton's method and 
its variants, the Secant method does not require the evaluation 
of the second or higher derivatives of the function. However, it 
may not converge, if the initial estimates are not close enough 
to the minimum or maximum of the function or if the function is 
multimodal (Rao, 2009).  

The Bisection optimisation method is a simple 
numerical optimisation method used to find the root of a 
function, which is also equivalent to finding the minimum or 
maximum of a function. The method is based on the 
intermediate value theorem, which states that if a continuous 
function changes sign over an interval, then it must have at 
least one root in that interval. The Bisection method is a simple 
and robust optimisation method that guarantees convergence 
to a root of the function, provided that the function is 
continuous, and changes sign over the interval. However, the 
method is relatively slow and requires a large number of 
iterations to converge, especially if the interval is large or the 
function has multiple roots. Additionally, the method does not 
provide information about the nature of the root, such as 
whether it is a minimum or maximum of the function (Rao, 
2009). 

 

Direct search methods 

Apart from the mentioned above classes of non-linear 
methods, the non-gradient methods, often known as direct 
search methods, utilise solely the objective function values and 
do not rely on the partial derivatives of the function to 
determine the minimum. A type of a direct search method is 
the Simplex method, which is also considered as a very 
powerful optimisation technique. A regular simplex is a 
geometric shape created by a collection of n+1 equidistant 
points in an n-dimensional space. For instance, in two 
dimensions, a regular simplex is referred to as a triangle, while 
in three dimensions, it is called a tetrahedron. The basic 
concept of the Simplex method is that the objective function is 
calculated at each simplex point and the worse-off solution is 
the vertex which is moved in the opposite direction. Following 
this approach, the simplex gradually moves to the location of 
an optimal solution (Rao, 2009). The method is capable of 
optimising higher dimensional problems, including simpler 

problems in 1-D with a single decision variable. In addition, it 
has several modifications when choosing a starting point for 
the simplex. The first one uses one of the limits of the scanned 
interval. Initially the simplex method starts with a bigger step 
size, which is reduced 4 times when an unsuccessful attempt 
is made. This is considered to be a good way for achieving a 
fast convergence rate (Stoyanov, 1993). The second 
modification utilises a random starting point and increases the 
step size until it localises the most feasible region. After that, 
the step size is reduced. This approach is suitable for problems 
which are unconstrainted in terms of the decision variable. The 
third variant is the generalised simplex method, also known as 
the Nelder-Mead method. The step size in this method can be 
stretched or reduced, which is especially useful when the 
constraints for the decision variable are not defined. 
Regardless of which modification is used, the main heuristic 
rule of successfully implementing the method is that the 
starting point should be close to the presupposed optimum 
location to reduce the number of iterations.  

 

Discussion and choice of method  

Regarding this case study, the objective function can be 
evaluated only after the design phase and the simulation are 
over. Therefore, the calculation of the objective function cannot 
be considered as a relatively easy task. Simultaneous search 
could be a good way to reduce the overall computational time 
for this case study. However, the application of the Exhaustive 
search approach can yield a large number of design scenarios 
and simulations for comparison, which is not favourable in the 
cases of a small mining site, let be for a big mining operation.  

Furthermore, in cases when the interpolating polynomial is not 

representative of the variation of the function being minimised, 

the Fibonacci or Golden section methods are a more 

favourable choice. However, in some problems it might prove 

to be more efficient to combine several techniques. For 

example, the unrestricted search with an accelerated step size 

can be used to bracket the minimum and then the Fibonacci, 

the Golden section method or the Simplex method can be used 

to find the optimum point.  
However, it can be observed that most mentioned non-

linear methods work well with unimodal functions, as their 
primary assumption of unimodality determines the following 
iteration. When dealing with a multimodal function, each 
method’s behaviour is unpredictable in terms of convergence 
rate and solution optimality. Furthermore, methods based on 
derivative calculations can be problematic in cases of non-
differentiable objective functions. In either case, if a function is 
known to be piecewise or multimodal, the range of the function 
can be subdivided into multiple parts and the function could be 
treated as a unimodal function in each part. However, 
determining different intervals can be challenging and time 
consuming for the task at hand as for this basic iteration of the 
in-pit haul optimisation problem there was no prior information 
about the nature of the evaluated function. Hence, the 
Accelerated step size approach is assumed to potentially be 
the best choice for an initial assessment of the objective 
function. In addition, the Simplex method was also selected for 
evaluating its performance in an initial interval of uncertainty, 
where the optimal value is expected to lie. The motivation 
behind the Simplex method is because of its versatility in 
higher dimensional problems and its potential scalability for 
future work. Cubic and Quadratic interpolation could be 
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extended to higher dimensions, however, they are not 
commonly used for this purpose. Therefore, the two 
Interpolation methods were disregarded for this case study at 
this point due to their limited use for higher dimensional 
optimisation. Direct root finding methods were also disregarded 
at this point, as they were considered not suitable in case the 
objective function proves to be multimodal. 
 

Results 
 

Based on an initial step with a size of 100 m, the pit 
contour bottom line was divided into sections by 7 points, 
which provided an initial overview of the evaluated function 
(Figure 3).  
 

 
 

Fig. 3. In-pit haul road design starting points (bottom-up 
approach) for Accelerated step size search method 

 
For each of the starting points, shown in Figure 3, three 

simulations were performed, for each of the 3 remaining 
benches in all considered cases. The costs were then summed 
for each scenario and were subtracted by the revenue of the 
mining operation. This yielded the results of the assumed 
objective function, shown in Figure 4.  
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Search with accelerated step size optimisation results 

 
As it can be observed, the function indeed proved to be 

multimodal. Furthermore, the objective function is also 
assumed to be piecewise. Although it is not easily observable, 
the reason behind this assumption is due to the incremental 
volumes added or subtracted from the pit contour, which 
depend on the terrain interpolation model. For mining CAD 
software is usually a triangulated irregular network. Each new 
starting point for the in-pit haul road can also lead to changes 

in the pit design shape, which are also not smooth. The 
piecewise nature of the function is primarily observable when 
two consecutive designs are made on both sides of a random 
point from the pit bottom line. Hence, the objective function is 
non-differentiable. For this reason, the actual shape of 
objective function is hard to be determined, which leads to the 
use of the conventional spline interpolation, primarily for visual 
interpretation. In terms of the interpolation’s predictive 
capabilities, it should be carefully considered whether to use 
interpolated values, however, this was not in the scope of this 
case study. 

The initial step size of 100 m was reduced to 25 m for the 
two intervals around point 3. The additional points (8 to 13) 
validated the initial conclusion that the objective function is 
multimodal, as an additional local optimum appeared, one of 
which was assumed to be the solution of the problem (point 
10).  

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Visual representation of candidate problem solution 
point 10 and the assumed traffic rules 

 
Furthermore, the function continued to exhibit indicators of 

continuous but non-differentiable behaviour. In addition, these 
features of the objective function are expected to be present in 
a higher dimensional variation of the problem, when additional 
degrees of freedom regarding the haul road design are 
considered (i.e., haul road slope, width, direction, etc.). 
Nonetheless, given that the desired precision level is 25 m for 
localising the in-pit haul road starting point, an optimal solution 
in the set of scanned solutions can be reached within 13 
iterations. All cases for each step size can be computed 
simultaneously, however sequential steps require an 
evaluation of the most feasible interval for scanning with the 
reduced step size. Hence, this approach is suitable for 
automation and parallelisation. A visual representation of the 
optimal solution can be seen on Figure 5. 

Additionally, the 1-D Simplex method was applied for this 
problem as a fast-converging algorithm. Given that the 
objective function is multimodal, it should be taken into 
consideration that the Simplex method would require multiple 
starting points, as it is known to easily fall in locally optimum 
results. Indeed, this was the case for this study. Due to its 
relatively good convergence rate, the starting point of the 
Simplex method search was assumed to be where the smallest 
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haul road length is located (distance from starting point: 275 
m). Assuming that the Simplex method starts from the same 
point as the Accelerated step search method, with an initial 
step size of 100 m, the method yields a locally optimum result 
in 6 iterations. However, when the lowest known transport 
distance is assumed as a starting point, as well as a clockwise 
search direction, the method reaches an improved solution, 
once again in 6 iterations, as shown in Figure 6. 
  

 
 

Fig. 6. 1-D Simplex method optimisation results 

 
Hence, the 1-D Simplex method also proves to be a viable 

option for similar optimisation problems, however, it requires 
some initial guidance of the sector, where the global optimum 
is expected to lie. In addition, the search direction should also 
be carefully considered, as this could lead to reaching a locally 
optimum solution. 
 

Possibilities for applying regression models in 
pit design optimisation 
 

The data acquired from different design features and their 
respective objective function values can be used for building 
regression models, which could be further utilised as an 
indicator for faster convergence in each sequential iteration. In 
terms of this case study, a direct regression model between 
the in-pit haul road end point location and the result from the 
objective function may not be possible to be established. 
However, there is a correlation between the volume of 
extractable ore for each pit design (r = 0.49), the haul distance 
(r = -0.82) with the objective function values from Formula 1. 
Theoretically, if a given profit (within the model’s range) is 
desired by the pit designer, the regression model can be used 
for an initial estimation of the expected range of the in-pit haul 
distance for the ideal design. And vice versa, when the 
designer meets a certain haul distance, he can estimate the 
range of the expected value for the objective function (Figure 
7). 

In a previous case study, a regression approach was 
proposed for estimating confidence intervals for the supposed 
in-pit haul road length, based on the predetermined 
undiscounted profit from the interpolation model (Terziyski and 
Kaykov, 2022). However, in this particular case study, the 
regression model, based on the initial 7 candidates, is not 
satisfactory and cannot be used as a reference for finding a 
feasible region along the pit bottom polyline, due to the short 
in-pit haul road distances. With a confidence level of 95% the 

prediction interval for the expected haul distance ranges 
between ± 369.6 up to ± 438 m (Figure 7). 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Linear regression model for Objective function result and 
Haul distance 

 
Therefore, when seeking a higher value for the objective 

function one cannot place accurately the direction and position 
of the next iteration, solely on the prediction confidence 
interval. As it can be observed, the interval is very wide, and 
therefore, in this case, it cannot be used for practical purposes, 
although the relationship between the objective function values 
and the haul distance is statistically significant (p = 0.024). 
Hence, a higher dimensional model is proposed for this case 
study, which utilises a multiple linear regression model (MLR) 
and includes the extracted commodity mass for the design 
candidate. The proposed MLR model uses the following 
expression: 
 

 371.70 4.08 583 310comQ L V                            (2) 
 

where Q  is the objective function value, obtained from the 

regression model, EUR; L – the Haul distance, m; Vcom – is the 
Extractable commodity tonnage, t.  
 

The model is considered to be a good initial estimation of 
the dependence between the parameters obtained from 
redesigning the pit contour, as it follows the intuition that lower 
haul distance and higher extracted commodity volumes lead to 
higher profit. However, it has some limitations and drawbacks, 
which need to be addressed. For instance, the Durbin-Watson 
statistic is d = 2.2602. The upper and lower bounds are 
assumed to be dL = 0.47 and dU = 1.9 for α = 0.05. Hence, the 
value falls in the interval (dU, 4 - dU), which means that the test 
is inconclusive in terms of residuals autocorrelation. 
Furthermore, the p-value for the model’s intercept is 0.82, 
which means that it is not robustly estimated. Nonetheless, the 
p-values for the haul distance (p = 0.003) and commodity 
tonnage (p = 0.017) coefficients are good estimates of the true 
relation. Moreover, the p-value for the regression model is 
estimated to be p = 0.005, which can be considered 
satisfactory.  

Another alternative model implements a quadratic 
relationship between the haul distance and the objective 
function: 
 

 
2

0.756 782 5.020 1 984 012comQ L L V          (3) 
 

Once more, the coefficient for Haul distance and 
Extractable commodity tonnage are a good approximation of 
the actual ones, while the intercept should be regarded with 
caution due to the low number of observations. A reasonably 
good explanation for the behaviour of the NLR model is that 
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the haul distance can influence the objective function not only 
in terms of its physical length but also in terms of road 
curvature, traffic rules and therefore truck hours. This would 
explain the higher order of the model in terms of the Haul 
length variable. A visual representation of both models can be 
seen on Figure 8. 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Surface plots for MLR (blue) and NLR (orange) based on 
initial step size results  

 
Furthermore, in terms of both models, no significant 

relationship between the haul distance and the extracted 
commodity tonnage for the pit design was established (r = 
0.03). Therefore, the linear independence of Haul distance and 
the extractable commodity tonnage for each design candidate 
and the inherent stochasticity of the problem may lead to 
counter-intuitive results. For example, pit designs with lower 
haul distances can lead to lower expected profit due to a 
reduced extracted commodity tonnage in the designed pit 
contour.  

Regardless, of their drawbacks, both models provide good 
initial estimates of the objective function and can be used as a 
guideline for narrowing the search limits for an optimal solution. 
Overall prediction metrics for MLR and NLR models can be 
seen in Table 1. Their performance was evaluated via the 
conventional Regression Coefficient (R²), Mean average error 
(MAE), Root mean square error (RMSE). 
 

Table 1. Prediction metrics for MLR and NLR models, based 
on initial step size results 

 

Prediction metric MLR NLR 

R² 0.9317 0.9835 

MAE, EUR 19 371.27 9 853.56 

RMSE, EUR 23 328.51 11 359.26 

Sample size 7 7 

 
Apart from the results from the Accelerated step size 

search method and the 1-D Simplex method, additional 
simulations were performed in order to acquire more data for 
validating both models. The regression models were validated 
against the objective function values from the actual design 
and simulations. Performance metrics for the validation of both 
models can be seen in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Prediction metrics for MLR and NLR models, based 
on additional simulations results 

 

Prediction metric MLR NLR 

R² 0.9533 0.9114 

MAE, EUR 12 913.75 9 913.23 

RMSE, EUR 16 018.82 13 339.36 

Sample size 9 9 

 
A representation of the objective function results, obtained 

from both regression models for all considered design 
candidates, can be seen in Figure 9. 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. Objective function estimation comparison for MLR and 
NLR models  

 
Indeed, both models proved to have excellent accuracy 

compared to the actual values of the objective function. The 
MLR model tends to follow the curves of the actual objective 
function, while at the same time its results tend to be offset 
from the actual ones, due to the initially estimated intercept 
value. In contrast, the NLR model’s deviation from the actual 
results is smaller but the model is less accurate for predicting 
the objective function’s curvature. Nonetheless, both models 
prove to be good estimates and therefore suitable for 
narrowing down the search region for future iterations, 
especially when better accuracy is required.  
 

Discussion 
 

In order to use a regression model for guidance, certain 
iterations could be parallelly computed. In contrast, all other 
elimination methods, interpolation methods and direct root 
finding methods are sequential search methods and require 
prior information regarding results from subsequent 
experiments. In addition, when considering a higher 
dimensional optimisation approach for the in-pit haul road 
optimisation problem, all current findings for the 1-D approach 
should be taken into account. For instance, this case study 
does not prove, but rather demonstrates that the objective 
function is expected to behave in a piecewise manner and that 
it is non-differentiable. Furthermore, the objective function is 
expected to be multimodal in the general case when the 
resolution of the objective function is increased. Hence, a good 
step forward for future research is the implementation of global 
optimisation techniques, in addition to parallelising 
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computations. Additionally, the acquired data could be used for 
building more robust regression models, should better 
precision of the solution be required.  

 

Conclusions 
 

In-pit and ex-pit haul road construction are based on 
similar design parameters and design principles. The slope 
angle and height of the haul roads depend on the physical and 
mechanical properties of the rockmass, while the road width is 
determined by the width of the trucks being used and the work 
shift output of the pit. In addition, maintaining one or two lanes 
may be attributed to certain design requirements allowing 
trucks to allocate materials with minimal waiting times. To 
establish a well-structured decision, one should take into 
account all these design parameters when optimising a haul 
road and pit design. In addition, each optimisation problem 
should aim to find a solution that is both efficient and safe. 
Furthermore, understanding the technological constraints 
involved in road construction is crucial for achieving this goal. 
Additionally, a good understanding of the specific work 
conditions of the mining operation could lead to assumptions 
which could simplify the model, as a generalised solution to the 
in-pit haul road design problem is not yet introduced. 

This case study proposes the use of non-linear 
optimisation approach for estimating the most efficient location 
of the in-pit haul road. The two methods used include the 
Search with an accelerated step size and the 1-D Simplex 
method. Both assumed a stopping criterion of reaching a 
precision of 25 m for the ramp’s location. Additionally, both 
methods converged to the best solution for the assumed 
precision. However, the Simplex method proved to be sensitive 
to its starting point, which may lead to converging to a local 
optimum. The Search with an accelerated step size method 
required 13 iterations, while the 1-D Simplex methods required 
only 6 iterations, when the starting points is near the supposed 
global optimum. Furthermore, two regression models were 
proposed for guidance on locating the most feasible region in 
the search space for sequential iterations, given that a better 
precision of the ramp’s location is required. The MLR model 
yielded a better result in terms of following the objective 
functions curvature (R² = 0.9533, MAE = 12 913.75 EUR,  
RMSE = 16 018.82 EUR), while the NLR reached more 
accurate results in terms of the objective function’s values  
(R² = 0.9114, MAE = 9 913.23 EUR, RMSE = 13 339.36 EUR).  

Future work is planned to continue the investigation of 
applying non-linear optimisation methods in more complex 
conditions, including solving the problem in a higher 
dimensional space, when adding more degrees of freedom 
such as road width and slope grade. Additionally, other 
potential aspect of future work is to include switchbacks to the 
haul road design and solving a multi-criteria optimisation 
problem with an environmental focus. Regardless, it should be 
pointed out that future non-linear optimisation methods should 
consider that the objective function is periodic and could prove 
to be non-differentiable and multimodal. Furthermore, the 
shape of the objective function strongly depends on the nature 
and morphology of the deposit, the topographical features, the 
pit design features, as well as the operational costs and selling 
prices of the extracted commodity. Last but not least, a 
parallelisation of the computation of different design scenarios 
is also considered to be promising when dealing with a higher 
dimensional iteration of the in-pit haul road design problem. 
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